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More Convenience in Gemstone Business 

Innovations in industry software eXtra4<gemID>  

Birkenfeld, 04.09.2020 Investments in convenience and efficiency 

characterize the latest development phase of eXtra4<gemID>, the 

gemstone management software. The industry solution for the 

gemstone sector from eXtra4 has undergone numerous ergonomic 

changes. eXtra4 Software + Service aims at significantly accelerating 

the work with the application. Visitors of the trade show Gemworld, in 

Munich/Germany - 30.10. - 01.11.2020 - can get an idea of the 

changes in the product of the IT subsidiary of the identity technology 

specialist Ferdinand Eisele at booth 500 in hall B5. 

More information on the coded label 

The characteristic portrait of each individual stone is the core 

element in gemstone management with eXtra4<gemID>. It is created 
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by classifying its quality features according to criteria that can be 

individually configured in the software. The data profile of the stone 

appears on labels in three different ways - as matrix code, as 

mnemonic code and in shortened clear text. Stone boxes labelled in 

this way enable efficient management via scanner.  

Where originally 24 digits in the code encrypted the relevant 

properties of a stone, today 38 digits are available for more details 

and more precise profiling. There is also space for additional address 

data on the label. It is even possible to print a company logo using 

the thermal transfer label printer.  

Improved database search 

If you have to know for an offer which stones of a certain type are in 

stock, you need extensive search functions in the article master. In 

addition to a full text search, eXtra4<gemID> offers extended 

possibilities to set filters in the database. A new option are 

parameterized SQL queries. They allow to save the criteria for 

standard recurring searches. Without having to laboriously compile 

new search criteria over and over again, these queries are available 

at the push of a button.  

Thanks to these features, eXtra4<gemID> delivers accurate search 

results with great reliability and shortens the response time of 

customer service. A particularly efficient feature is that the results of 
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a gemstone search can be selected and copied to a clipboard for the 

use in other documents. As a table in a letter or e-mail, the results 

complete each correspondence in a meaningful way. 

Flexible list printing by integrated report designer 

For the design and printing of individual lists, eXtra4 Software + 

Service uses the professional tool of a German software company: 

List&Label as a proven report generator is integrated in 

eXtra4<gemID>. With the help of this software tool, IT-experienced 

users are able to design any print-outs very comfortably. Detailed 

lists with individually defined contents for trade fair preparation and 

order papers for transaction processing are now quickly generated. 

There is no need for time-consuming manual compilation and entry. 

This saves time, errors and costs. 

Vision comprehensive industry software 

eXtra4 Software + Service has intensively used the time after the 

release of the multi-user version 18 month ago to boost the user-

friendliness of the program. The developers have thus also 

transformed the software from the management of artistically 

designed unique pieces to the management of industrial mass 

products. Commercial processes, such as invoicing, bookkeeping, 

dunning or collection, are transferred to the standard merchandise 

management system operated by the user on site. It receives 
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necessary data from eXtra4<gemID> for import. Even a webshop 

can be equipped with items from eXtra4<gemID> in this way. 

Vision is an item management system that covers all the 

requirements of the gemstone industry in all its facets and satisfies 

artists, craftsmen, manufacturers and dealers.  

(3.808 digits incl. blancs) 
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Img.1: Logo eXtra 4 Software + Service GmbH 

  
 
Img.2: eXtra4<gemID>, management software for gemstones  
from eXtra4 Software + Service GmbH  
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Img.3: Coded label for managing gemstones with eXtra4<gemID> 

  


